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According to a report by Trustwave*, 61 percent 

of companies surveyed who have deployed some 

level of connected technology have also had to 

deal with a security incident that they can trace 

back to an IoT device.

IoT security is always a problem

* "IoT Cybersecurity Readiness Report” by Trustwave 

and Osterman Research, 2018



IoT Trust ideas will make life of IoT developers 
difficult

“The ideal thing to do is to segregate IoT devices on a separate network 

and encourage people to update them. They shouldn’t live in an 

environment with mission critical assets,” said Michel Chamberland, 

practice lead for Trustwave SpiderLabs.



Things are getting
better

 No default passwords?

 Don't run as root

Hopefully…



2016: Attack on the hosting provider OVH used a botnet that enlisted approximately 
150,000 devices to send 1 terabyte of data per second at the victim’s servers.

2017: Criminals Hacked A Fish Tank To Steal Data From A Casino

2018: - Bluetooth vulnerabilities threatening billions of connected devices appeared, 
potentially enabling hackers to launch wireless attacks to take full control over IoT 
devices. 

2018: - Hackers were swapping scripts on forums to scan the internet for vulnerable IoT 
devices & dump weak credentials from them, potentially enabling them to eventually 
launch full-scale DDoS attacks.

2019: Massive Mirai-style attacks set to hit IoT devices

Attacks on IoT



Security Focus today

 Encryption

 Authentication

 Updates



Why updates are 
important

 Application vulnerabilities

 Libraries & components

 Kernel



Limiting the damage

 Namespaces

 Seccomp

 AppArmor

 Address randomization



Updates - two trains of thoughts

 Easy recovery

 Easier testing

 All components updated at once

 Large  - ½ GB

 Requires restart

 Infrequent

Image update App update

 Small updates

 Can be done frequently

 Doesn't require restart

 Hard to recover

 Hard to test

IS EVERYTHING UPDATED?



IoST
So, are we done? 

Anything else?



Kernel security

 Often overlooked

 The only good way to protect 

is by updating

 Update requires reboot



Does Kernel matter?

 Bluetooth

 USB

 WIFI

 Privilege escalation



Latest CVEs affecting IoT

02/23/19
CVE-2019-15917 
An issue was discovered in 
the Linux kernel before 5.0.5. 
There is a use-after-free 
issue when 
hci_uart_register_dev() fails 
in hci_uart_set_proto() in 
drivers/bluetooth/hci_ldisc.c
.

03/23/19
CVE-2018-20961
In the Linux kernel before 

4.16.4, a double free 
vulnerability in the 
f_midi_set_alt function of 
drivers/usb/gadget/functi
on/f_midi.c in the f_midi
driver may allow attackers 
to cause a denial of service 
or possibly have 
unspecified other impact.

04/04/19
CVE-2019-15926
Out of bounds access exists 
in the functions 
ath6kl_wmi_pstream_timeout
_event_rx and 
ath6kl_wmi_cac_event_rx in 
the file 
drivers/net/wireless/ath/ath6
kl/wmi.c. There is a total 
shutdown of the affected 
resource. The attacker can 
render the resource 
completely unavailable.

04/12/19
CVE-2019-11884 
The do_hidp_sock_ioctl
function in 
net/bluetooth/hidp/sock.c in 
the Linux kernel before 5.0.15 
allows a local user to obtain 
potentially sensitive 
information from kernel stack 
memory via a HIDPCONNADD 
command, because a name 
field may not end with a '\0' 
character.

05/14/19
CVE-2019-15239
In the Linux kernel, a certain 
net/ipv4/tcp_output.c change, which 
was properly incorporated into 
4.16.12, was incorrectly backported 
to the earlier longterm kernels, 
introducing a new vulnerability that 
was potentially more severe than the 
issue that was intended to be fixed 
by backporting. Specifically, by 
adding to a write queue between 
disconnection and re-connection, a 
local attacker can trigger multiple 
use-after-free conditions. This can 
result in a kernel crash, or potentially 
in privilege escalation. 

05/01/19 CVE-2019-11683 
udp_gro_receive_segment in 
net/ipv4/udp_offload.c in the Linux kernel 5.x 
before 5.0.13 allows remote attackers to cause 
a denial of service (slab-out-of-bounds 
memory corruption) or possibly have 
unspecified other impact via UDP packets with 
a 0 payload, because of mishandling of padded 
packets, aka the "GRO packet of death" issue.

08/20/19
CVE-2019-15505 
drivers/media/usb/dvb-
usb/technisat-usb2.c in the 
Linux kernel through 5.2.9 has 
an out-of-bounds read via 
crafted USB device traffic 
(which may be remote via 
usbip or usbredir).

08/28/190
CVE-2019-14816 
There is heap-based buffer 
overflow in kernel, all versions 
up to, excluding 5.3, in the 
marvell wifi chip driver in Linux 
kernel, that allows local users 
to cause a denial of 
service(system crash) or 
possibly execute arbitrary 
code.05/17/19 CVE-2019-11477 

Jonathan Looney discovered that the 
TCP_SKB_CB(skb)->tcp_gso_segs value was 
subject to an integer overflow in the Linux 
kernel when handling TCP Selective 
Acknowledgments (SACKs). A remote attacker 
could use this to cause a denial of service.

09/20/19
CVE-2019-16746 
An issue was discovered in 
net/wireless/nl80211.c in 
the Linux kernel through 
5.2.17. It does not check 
the length of variable 
elements in a beacon head, 
leading to a buffer 
overflow.

USB
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TCP/UDP 
networking
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networking
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 AppArmor / seccomp can block 

modifications by "root“

○ Untouchable partitions

○ Unchangeable files

○ Recovery



 No way to block hacker once 

they run as "kernel“

○ Completely disable 

updates

○ Flush firmware

○ Brick the device

Root vs God level (kernel)



Benefits of Live Patching

 No service interruption / no need 

to reboot the device

 Small sized patches (vs big kernel 

update)

○ Multiple ways to distribute 

patches

 The only vendor that supports 

ARM for Linux live patching



Supported distributions 
for IoT Devices

 Ubuntu Core, Yocto, Amazon 

Linux

○ Custom kernels, custom 

distros
Amazon 

Linux



Linux expertise

 5 years of experience 

(x86, server market)

○ 1000+ customers

○ 300K servers



1. Our kernel team monitors security 
mailing lists

2. When they see a security 
vulnerability that affects one of 
our supported kernels, they 
prepare a patch for it

How KernelCare Works



3. The patch is compiled and 
deployed onto our patch repository

How KernelCare Works



4. The KernelCare agent, running on your 
device, periodically checks with our patch 
repository to see if there are any you need

5. If there is a new patch available for your 
kernel, the agent downloads it, and applies it 
to the running kernel, without the need of 
rebooting your device fleet

How KernelCare Works



Applying patch to a running kernel



Cyber Attack chain on IoT

Reconnaissance Intrusion Exploitation Privilege 
Escalation 

Lateral Movement || 
Part of botnet || 

Exfiltration



We can make YOUR device more secure

Kernel is the CORE of your 

system. If it is owned, your are 

screwed!



THANK YOU!

Learn more at KernelCare.com

QUESTIONS?

Visit our 
booth 
#1238


